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Solar roof tiles from autarq.
Cooperation with Creaton to quadruple sales.
autarq is investing over 1 million euros in 2018 to significantly increase the production volume of
solar roof tiles. The goal is to produce at least 500,000 solar roof tiles per year once the
automated production line has been set up.
The cooperation with Creaton AG in Wertingen has also contributed to this development. “Our
Domino smooth tile has already proven to be a very suitable model for producing solar roof tiles
during the last two years, and we’re looking forward to the increased cooperation with autarq,”
says Ann-Katrin Rieser, Head of Target Group Marketing at Creaton. In fact, autarq has already
been producing solar roof tiles based on the Creaton smooth tile since 2016.
“For autarq, this recognition by Creaton AG, one of Europe’s leading roofing brands, reinforces
confidence in the quality of our products – the basis for our cooperation,” confirms company
spokesperson Martin Flossmann. Supplying energy from your own roof instead of buying
electricity is increasingly topping the wish list of house builders. It’s hard to miss the large-scale
photovoltaic modules you see perched on top of many roofs. But they can also be almost
invisible: As an alternative, autarq solar roof tiles offer a smart roof that particularly emphasises
the value of the house. And the non-hazardous low voltage (< 120 V) even enables the solar
power system to be installed in a single step when the roof is covered by the roofer – the ideal
product for renovation and new-build schemes. No changes are necessary to the roof itself: The
weight is approximately the same as the original tile, the roof’s structural load-bearing capacity is
not impaired, and the cables and plug contacts lie under the roof cladding and are therefore
protected against the weather. 40 square metres of roof space are often sufficient to generate
enough electricity for self-consumption in the house. And: autarq offers individual and complete
system solutions.
You can request a free quote quickly and easily at: www.autarq.com/contact/
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